Double

elbuoD

Take

A squirrel scurries along a branch and suddenly halts—at the
other end, an owl swivels its head to see the surprised visitor. You can
imagine the double take of each startled critter. Like a New Yorker car
toon without a caption, the image seems to call for the viewer to write the
dialogue for predator and prey caught off guard.
The photos collected in this visual essay invite a second glance. Some
conceal their true subject in nature’s camouflage. Others require a bit of
interpretation to decipher what’s there. Like the double take of comedy,
the delight is in the surprise when the real meaning becomes clear.
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RED SQUIRREL WITH BARRED OWL BY RICHARD HAMILTON SMITH

Look. Then look again.
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WHITE-TAILED DEER BY JIM BRANDENBURG
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EAGLE WITH MUSKRAT BY ROLAND JORDAHL

CRAB SPIDER BY BILL JOHNSON

Photographers sometimes
do a double take when developing
ﬁlm or enlarging a digital image
on a computer screen. When Jim
Brandenburg looked through his
camera’s viewﬁnder, he saw this scene
in color and spotted a face behind the
tall grass. When developed, the black
and-white photograph enhanced
the animal’s camouﬂage. Like a
microscope, Bill Johnson’s camera lens
magniﬁed this ﬂower’s tiny visitor.
Until he blew up this shot of a bald
eagle, Roland Jordahl did not realize
the bird was grasping its prey. To
conﬁrm the true identities of wild
things pictured here, read the small
print alongside each shot.
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RACCOON BY RICHARD HAMILTON SMITH
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a face, Richard Hamilton Smith played
with focus and light settings of his
camera. Seeing one thirsty bird, Smith
snapped this shot in an instant. Did
photographer Tom Henry experience a
moment of confusion when he saw this
abstract image before his eyes? Perhaps
he recognized that a photograph of the
scene would be equally puzzling.

BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE BY RICHARD HAMILTON SMITH

To soften the foliage and obscure

FALLEN TREE REFLECTION IN WATER BY TOM HENRY
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GRAY TREEFROG BY BILL MARCHEL
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GRAY WOLF BY JIM BRANDENBURG

of surfaces, as this photograph
by Bill Marchel suggests. On bur
oak bark, the lichens help make
this creature cryptic. In the
woods, Jim Brandenburg saw
that he was not the only one
looking. David Brislance’s quick
take tells the tale of how this
bird likely got its name.
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MALE NORTHERN FLICKER BY DAVID BRISLANCE

Lichens grow on all kinds
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POLYPHEMUS MOTH BY BILL JOHNSON

Pseudo eyes may fool and deter predators
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from taking a bite of this creature. The arresting
orbs lured Bill Johnson to take a photograph.
Capturing a close-up shot of this coyote, Bill
Marchel noted some painful souvenirs from its
potential prey.
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GREAT HORNED OWLET BY NICOLE KOENEN
COYOTE WITH PORCUPINE QUILLS BY BILL MARCHEL

surprises, as this photograph
by Nicole Koenen reveals. What
blossoms on the prairie? Jim
Brandenburg did not expect to
see these.
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HORNED LARK CHICKS BY JIM BRANDENBURG

Tree cavities often hold
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BLACK BEAR CUB BY RICHARD HAMILTON SMITH
WHITE-TAILED DEER BY BILL MARCHEL
ORB-WEAVING SPIDER IN WEB BY DOMINIQUE BRAUD

Now you see it, now you
don’t. Richard Hamilton Smith
barely saw it. A trapeze of thin
lines led Dominique Braud to see
this invertebrate.

TIMBER RATTLESNAKE BY ALLEN BLAKE SHELDON

Jackalope bounding across a ﬁeld? This photo by Bill Marchel calls for a crazy caption.
Seldom seen in Minnesota, this stealthy creature dared Allen Blake Sheldon to take a close-up.
Have you taken a photograph that made you look twice? Share it at www.facebook.com/mcvmag. Q
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